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This special issue of Cold War History offers a retrospective on the end of the
Cold War, 25 years after its peaceful conclusion. This peaceful conclusion is an
achievement that cannot be celebrated enough, and we must continue to build
international relations in conflict and co-operation on this awareness of our
common humanity and our common human fallibility.

A quarter of a century has passed since the end of the Cold War. Lecturers are
confronted almost daily with the fact that to current students, the Cold War is as
remote a past as the Second World War was to the contributors of this special issue,
and that the very real fears many of us had of World War III are barely, if at all,
intelligible, let alone credible, to them. Even at the time, perceptions differed in East
and West. As Sergei Zhuk demonstrates, watching On the Beach in their cinemas,
Soviet citizens at best shook their heads at what terrible events Western folly might
bring on. The peace movements of both East and West were directed against Western
governments and NATO’s nuclear weapons. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
East Europeans in general were nowhere near as worried about the bomb as many of us
were in the West, one of many subjects worth researching further.

In many respects, the Cold War seems to have vanished as quickly as a nightmare
under the first rays of the morning sun. Any visitor to Berlin today will have to be told
at every street corner whether he or she is now in its East (or in the former GDR) or in
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the Western sectors. Moscow is firmly marked today by the advertising campaigns of
international companies marketing – with Latin letters and English slogans – cars, IT,
and cosmetics. The Czech Republic looks more Western today than Greece, most cities
in the Eastern part of Germany are in better shape than many cities in the UK, and it is
hard to see which of these were behind the Iron Curtain, and which were old members
of NATO and the European Economic Community.
Nevertheless, the Cold War, as much as it was a human construct in every respect,

was a grim reality for all those who died or otherwise suffered in its many hot wars,
as the Koreans and the Vietnamese will confirm, but also for its political prisoners.
Avisit to the concentration camp of Buchenwald nearWeimar or the political prison of
Hohenschönhausen in Berlin is to be recommended to anyone who doubts this.
Subsuming the Cold War under the label of the “Long Peace” at best points to the
absence ofmajorwar in Europe andNorth America, but in few other parts of the world.
Was the Cold War a unique phenomenon? To the extent that all periods are, yes.

As Sir Lawrence Freedman in particular argues, the bomb, and the two alliances
confronting each other over the abyss of what World War III might have looked like,
made it so. But in some respects, no. The Cold War was an irreconcilable ideological
divergence of opinion concerning authority and the interpretation of the world,
about universal social values and about the value-derived organisation and
government of societies. Moreover, it was a conflict that was debated and fought
out across state frontiers, with powerful propaganda machines on both sides,
culminating in a line-up of states in two camps, each with what the Spanish Franquists
later called a “fifth column” of supporters within the adversary’s state, in turn
receiving considerable encouragement, often also means, from the opposite
camp. The conflict can be traced from the publication of the Communist Manifesto
in 1848 through all the labour movements, uprisings and strikes to the state-based
conflict that began with the Russian Revolution of 1917 and ended perhaps with the
demise of the Soviet Union in 1991, though even today there are regimes – most
notably the Chinese and the North Korean – which derive their moral authority from
Communism. The Communist International (Comintern) and later the Communist
Information Bureau (Cominform) claimed the monopoly of the interpretation of
doctrine, but the ‘free world’ was not without its heavily ideologically-driven think
tanks – such as the US Heritage Foundation – and its own propaganda machine.
Defined in this way, parallels with at least two other periods of European history are

striking. One is the era of religious wars, which also lasted for a long time – from John
Wycliffe’s and Jan Hus’s preaching around 1400 until at least the end of the Thirty
Years’ War 1648 (even though later conflicts in Europe, including ones with inter-state
dimensions, still contained elements of Protestant vs. Catholic alignments). They lined
up states, especially in the 16th and early 17th centuries. Fifth columns existed on both
sides, many assassination attempts against monarchs were carried out by fervent
supporters of the opposite camp who were subjects of the very monarchs they
assaulted. Some of these were successful, some unsuccessful, and they were carried out
by individuals moved both by their own convictions and by the prompting
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(and sometimes financing) of the other side. The Catholic side was governed by an
institution claiming the monopoly on dogma – the Vatican. The Protestant side,
however, again was not without its think tanks and propaganda machine. One such
think tank was King James’ College at Chelsea in London, described as a ‘polemical
college’ under the fiercely anti-Catholic clergyman Matthew Sutcliffe. The college had
the mission for theologians to write learned tracts against the ‘papists’.

The other period is that of the wars of the French Revolution and in its wake,
of Napoleon. It is by no means fortuitous but logical that the Russian Revolution was
modelled self-consciously on the French Revolution. In turn, the immediate reactions
to it – the rejection of the secularism of the French Revolution by Catholics in the
Vendée and Bretagne in the 1790s, or by the guerrilleros in Spain in 1808-1814 –
produced extreme forms of warfare not dissimilar to the horrors of the Russian
Revolutionary War against the White Russians, engendering the justified fear of the
Bolsheviks in the rest of Europe. Both sets of clashes brought with them atrocities
exceeding what had been witnessed in living memory, as both were exacerbated by
ideological passions that gave them a particular edge.

Nor have we entirely turned our backs on religious-ideological conflicts that
mobilise people beyond state boundaries, with states harbouring minorities with
ancestral ties but also ideological bonds to other polities. The mobilising power of
(anti-Western, anti-secular, anti-modernist) Islamic fundamentalism and the reaction
to it is quite reminiscent of religious and ideological antecedents. In the Cold War,
Western coalition governments in France and Italy that included Communist
ministers, or the Socialist PASOK government in Greece were thought by their
neighbours’ governments to include individuals who would be willing to pass defence-
related secrets of the highest order to the opposite camp. Today, there are worries
about the loyalties of members of Islamic communities within Western countries,
when Western forces confront Islamic fundamentalists in Afghanistan, Iraq or Mali,
even if it is with a UNmandate. Meanwhile, some Islamic regimes and parties treat the
Christian minorities in their own countries – minorities whose forebears were there
long before Islam was invented – as though they were automatic allies of the Great
Satan, the Crusaders, America, the West, and Modernity in general. This is not to deny
huge differences: Communists in the West did not draw attention to themselves by
dressing entirely in black like the irritatingly bigoted Calvinists and Puritans in 16th

and 17th century Europe, and God was and is invoked only on one side in the ColdWar
or the Secularist-Islamist confrontation. But even in rhetoric, there was much overlap
– US Presidents liked to speak about “crusades” against Communism, and the
crusades play a significant part in the Islamic anti-Western rhetoric. There was overlap
also in the rhetoric and the angsts of the other side – dark forces and barbarism were
associated with Communists just as much as they are with Islam now, in a spirit of
Orientalism (in the sense of Said), enlightened “us” against the benighted, atavistic,
unscrupulous, treacherous “other”.

Michael Cox rightly warns of misguided analogies and wrong lessons learnt from
history, so no need to belabour the point further. But there seem to be central aspects
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of the Cold War as seen by both sides, as a Manichaean struggle of the forces of
darkness against the forces of light, that will keep it in our collective memory as a great
paradigm, a myth in the sense of an interpretational pattern that explains the world in
simple terms, that will be referred to over and over, for decades or even for centuries to
come. The Manichaean world-view of the Cold War was intellectually a strangely
comforting one, fitting neatly with the Christian reduction of the world to good and
evil, right and wrong (“he who is not with me is against me”). And where the pattern
did not fit, conspiracy theories came in handy to explain what in all likelihood were
cockups. The world since 1991 requires a more complex interpretational pattern, with
the result that no common denominator, no common term has at yet been found for
it, despite efforts on all sides to do so. No wonder some have a little nostalgia for the
simple world of blue and red, as Jussi Hanhimäki and John Morrison note. No wonder
that the “Cold War” paradigm is seized upon so readily to interpret new
developments, even if it does not quite fit any longer, as Michael Cox demonstrates.
This special issue coverswhat I see asmost of the key aspects of theColdWar: its timing

and evolution (the contribution ofVojtechMastny), the nuclear and alliance dimensions
(including the often surreal aspects of antagonistic adversaries agreeing on arms control;
here the papers by Sir Lawrence Freedman and Sir Paul Lever) which made it different
from all previous history; the hard military, and the soft intelligence dimension
(Diego Ruiz Palmer and John Morrison), and the even softer dimension of cultural
influence (Sergei Zhuk); the ColdWar’s surprisingly peaceful ending with a focus on the
“GermanQuestion” (Vladislav Zubok), which inmy view has now finally been resolved,
though the package inwhichGermanunificationwas soldhas arguably unravelled on the
fringes, with consequences for Ukraine. By contrast, James Tang’s article addresses the
very much un-resolved issue of China’s (Communist?) role in the world.
China is also a useful reminder of the gradual transformation of paradigms. Never

having officially renounced Maoism and by implication Marxism-Leninism, China
and North Korea in theory never underwent quite the same revolution that brought
the Cold War to its end in Europe, and key aspects of it live on in the Far East. Yet the
revolutions in Eastern Europe in 1989-1991 did not completely eliminate all aspects of
the old regimes and societal structures even here. Much continuity with old habits and
structures can be identified throughout Eastern Europe, just as Germany took more
than half a century to ease its reliance on the racist ius sanguis for the definition of
German citizenship to embrace also the more immigration-tolerant ius solis. One
continuity concerns the reservations about opening archives, particularly pronounced
in Russia, where the initial archival glasnost of the early 1990s gave way to re-closure
and renewed hostility to transparency. Astonishingly, it has in the 2000s been
replicated by partial re-closure of previously open archives in the US. On both sides,
this is stupid, as it suggests that one has a great deal of things to be ashamed of which
one wishes to hide from one’s own society as much as from external critics. Much has
been written about the Cold War based on archival research, as Federico Romero
shows, but many lacunae remain where archives are still or again closed.
As historiography can only be based on documents, it is an impediment to the
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honest and truthful account that societies need to give to themselves of their own
deeds, to be able to admit and learn from mistakes as well as to rejoice in instances
where they “got things right”. For all those working in good faith to further peace and
understanding (and all sides always protest that they are), archives are crucial to see
where misunderstandings were accidental and unintentional, so that they can be
eliminated, retrospectively, rather than filed as wicked conspiracies, eternal obstacles
to better understanding.

To finish on a positive note, Michael Fortman and David Haglund remind us of the
unpredicted miracle which drew this ugly period to an end, in which we lived in the
constant danger that misunderstandings might bring the world to an end. We all have
won the Cold War – Russians and Britons and Americans and Poles and French and
Czechs and Germans and Byelorussians and Turks alike – in the sense that we have all
escaped a terrible fate which we still find spelled out in the war plans of both East and
West, had war broken out “by accident or miscalculation”, as NATO documents used
to put it. It was the recognition above all by Mikhail Gorbachev that we were
ultimately in the same boat, all united by a common humanity under threat by an all
too human potential for error, that allowed him and his partners in the West to bring
the Cold War to a peaceful ending. This achievement, a quarter of a century ago,
cannot be celebrated enough, and we must continue to build international relations in
conflict and co-operation on this awareness of our common humanity and our
common human fallibility.
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